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Abstract— This paper examines the problem of congestion
control evaluation in dynamic networks. We determine a source
of deficiencies for existing metrics of congestion control perfor-
mance – the existing metrics are defined with respect to idealal-
locations that do not represent short-term efficiency and fairness
of network usage in dynamic environments. We introduce the
concept of aneffair allocation, a dynamic ideal allocation that
specifies optimal efficiency and fairness at every timescale. This
concept has a general applicability; in particular, it applies to
networks that provide both unicast and multicast services.An-
other desirable property of the effair allocation is its dependence
on the communication needs and capabilities of applications. We
design an algorithm that accounts for network delays and com-
putes the effair allocation as a series of static ideal allocations.
Using the notion of effair allocation as a foundation, we define
a new metric of effairness that shows how closely the actual de-
livery times match the delivery times under the effair allocation.

1 Introduction
Efficient and fair allocation of network resources is a pri-

mary objective in congestion control. Many network appli-
cations – such as Web browsing or distributed multimedia –
are interested in short-term fairness and efficiency of their
data delivery. For example, what matters for a video stream-
ing application is not only its throughput averaged over the
stream duration but also when the receiver obtains individual
frames. In this paper, we argue that existing metrics of con-
gestion control performance are poorly suitable for represent-
ing short-termefficiency and fairness underdynamicnetwork
conditions.

We observe that any metric of congestion control perfor-
mance is defined with respect to anideal allocationwhich
exhibits optimal efficiency and fairness. The deficiency of
the existing metrics results from their inappropriate choice of
the underlying ideal allocation: these metrics are defined with
respect tostaticor long-termideal allocations. To be able to

represent short-term efficiency and fairness in dynamic net-
works, a metric should be defined with respect to an ideal
allocation that specifies optimal efficiency and fairness atany
timescale.

Below, we discuss the properties a metric and its underly-
ing ideal allocation should possess to be useful for evaluation
of congestion control in dynamic networks:� Representativityis an obvious and, at the same time, the

most important feature for a metric of congestion control
performance. The values of the metric should provide
applications withdependableandmeaningfulinforma-
tion about the actual efficiency and fairness.

A related consideration is the subject of measurement.
The design of a congestion control mechanism is not a
goal by itself. The goal is a fair and efficient allocation
of network resources. Thus, the metric should represent
theactual allocationrather than changes in the internal
state of the evaluated mechanism (such as changes in
the congestion window or sending rate of an end-point
congestion control protocol).� The underlying ideal allocation of a metric should have
a simple specificationin order to facilitate analysis of
congestion control designs.� If an application receives a smaller share of a bottle-
neck resource than other applications, it is impossible
to determine whether the resource allocation is fair or
unfair without knowing the demand of this application.
Similarly, an underutilized network does not necessar-
ily mean inefficiency of its congestion control mecha-
nisms – the lack of demand can be a reason for the un-
derutilization. Thus, a metric and its underlying ideal
allocation should depend oncommunication needs and
capabilities of applications.
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� The Internet has not only diverse traffic types but also
various means for congestion control including load ad-
justment at end-points, active queue management in the
network, and multicast routing (which allows a multi-
cast receiver to control congestion by selecting an ap-
propriate subscription level in a layered multicast ses-
sion). Therefore, the metric should begenerally appli-
cablein order to present efficiency and fairness of con-
gestion control designs in the perspectives of unicast and
multicast sessions, long-lived and short-lived sessions,
file transfers and those multimedia applications that are
interested in performance on small timescales.

While evaluating short-term efficiency and fairness of
resource allocation, one cannot ignore the propagation
delays from the shared resources to the end-points of ap-
plications. The differences between these delays can be
significant on the timescale of such evaluation. Conse-
quently, the definition of an ideal allocation should ex-
plicitly consider thedistributed natureof networks and
account fordelay characteristicsof network paths.

In this paper, we propose an idealeffair allocationand a
metric ofeffairnessthat satisfy the stated requirements. The
effair allocation is a dynamic ideal allocation that specifies
optimal efficiency and fairness at every timescale. Assum-
ing the fluid traffic model, the effair allocation defines a dy-
namic rate for each receiver in the network. This definition
applies, for instance, to networks with multicast routing.The
introduced metric of effairness shows how closely the actual
delivery times match the delivery times under the effair allo-
cation.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 ex-
amines existing approaches to evaluation of congestion con-
trol mechanisms. Section 3 presents our metric of effairness
and designs an algorithm for computing the effair allocation.
Section 4 illustrates the usefulness of our metric. Finally, Sec-
tion 5 summarizes the contributions made by this paper.

2 Related Work
As we mention above, an ideal allocation serves as a

foundation for evaluating any actual resource allocation.In
Section 2.1, we consider two traditional types of ideal allo-
cations. While Section 2.2 describes how the existing ap-
proaches evaluate congestion control designs with respectto
these ideal allocations, Section 2.3 discusses limitations of
the existing approaches.

2.1 Ideal Allocations

The existing studies of congestion control use two types of
ideal allocations:staticandlong-term.

Staticapproaches formulate the congestion control prob-
lem based on the abstraction of a flow [4, 10]. A flow forms
a path of network links from the sender of an application to

its receiver. When flows share links, a global principle of
fair sharing – such as maxmin fairness [4, 10] or proportional
fairness [13, 14] – determines the distribution of the link ca-
pacities between the flows. The rate of a flow is defined as a
number representing the capacity allocated to the correspond-
ing application. Thestatic ideal allocationis such an assign-
ment of rates to flows that conforms to the selected principle
of fair sharing. The lack of consensus on a single principle
of fair sharing has resulted in a multiplicity of static ideal
allocations, e.g., themaxmin-fairandproportionally-fair al-
locations.

Note that static ideal allocations contain no reference to
time. As Section 2.3 shows, this feature makes them poorly
suitable as a basis for evaluation of congestion control designs
in dynamic environments.

The most dominant amonglong-termapproaches to char-
acterizing an ideal allocation isTCP-friendlinesswhich has
emerged from practical concerns about coexistence of tra-
ditional TCP sessions with new traffic types in the Inter-
net [15, 18, 19]. A common definition ofTCP-friendliness
is based on the approximate statistical relationship between
the long-term throughput of aTCP session and other param-
eters such as the round-trip time and frequency of loss in-
dications. According to this equation-based definition, con-
gestion control isTCP-friendly if it provides statistically the
same long-term throughput asTCP for the same round-trip
time and frequency of loss indications.

While a static ideal allocation is global (it defines rates
for all the flows in the network), aTCP-friendly ideal alloca-
tion is local: it specifies an ideal throughput only for a par-
ticular unicast application. Another important difference is
that TCP-friendliness includes a notion of time – the ideal
throughput is specified with respect to some long period.

In the next section, we review metrics used for evaluation
of congestion control designs with respect to the described
ideal allocations.

2.2 Traditional metrics

First, let us examine traditional evaluation methodologies
when a static ideal allocation (e.g., the maxmin-fair alloca-
tion) serves as a basis for assessing a congestion control de-
sign. These methodologies put a major stress on verification
whether or how closely the actual throughputs of applications
converge under static network conditions to the rates speci-
fied by the ideal static allocation. To evaluate performance
of a congestion control design in dynamic environments, the
methodologies employ a metric ofconvergence timeto char-
acterize how quickly the actual allocation approaches the
static ideal allocation after introduced disturbances such as
the start or termination of a session [21].

Evaluation of congestion control algorithms with respect
to long-term ideal allocations is similar. It attributes a primary
importance to examining whether or how closely the actual
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throughput of the controlled application matches – over long
intervals – theTCP-friendly ideal throughput. SinceTCP-
friendliness specifies a local allocation for a particular appli-
cation, this examination can be conducted in a dynamic en-
vironment where other sessions join and leave the network.
The throughput ratiois a metric that quantifies the degree of
the closeness between the actual long-term throughput of the
application and itsTCP-friendly ideal throughput [2, 15, 19].
Since the throughput ratio represents only the long-term al-
location of resources, researchers employ additional metrics
such asaggressiveness, smoothness, responsiveness, stabi-
lization time to assess short-term efficiency and fairness of
the congestion control design [3, 8]. These additional metrics
characterize how quickly the congestion control algorithmre-
acts to changes in network conditions.

2.3 Limitations

Below, we analyze limitations of the proposed metrics in
regard to the desired properties from Section 1.

2.3.1 Representativity

Let us consider the metric ofconvergence timeused in the
methodologies that are based on the static ideal allocation.
In dynamic networks, the session population keeps chang-
ing. When the frequency of the changes is high, there can be
a persistent mismatch between the actual allocation and the
static ideal allocation that corresponds to the current popula-
tion of sessions in the network. Since the time interval be-
tween subsequent changes can be consistently insufficient for
the congestion control algorithm to converge to the new static
ideal allocation, the metric of convergence time does not pro-
vide a meaningful representation of how efficient and fair the
algorithm is in dynamic environments. This inadequate rep-
resentativity of convergence time results primarily from the
choice of a static ideal allocation as a basis for defining the
metric. Thus, to represent efficiency and fairness in dynamic
networks, a metric of congestion control performance should
be defined with respect to an ideal allocation that contains a
notion of time.

TheTCP-friendly metric of thethroughput ratiofares bet-
ter in a dynamic environment: it reliably represents efficiency
and fairness of the long-term allocation for a particular appli-
cation. On the other hand, this metric does not reflect short-
term efficiency and fairness. Consequently, measuring the
throughput ratio does not yield meaningful information for
short-lived sessions or those applications that are interested
in maintaining fair and efficient delivery even over short pe-
riods during their long presence in the network.

The desire to assess performance ofTCP-friendly conges-
tion control algorithms on small timescales has led to addi-
tional metrics such asaggressiveness, smoothness, respon-
siveness, andstabilization time. Unfortunately, these metrics
have a very limited value for assessing an actual short-termal-

location because they merely measure how promptly the con-
gestion control algorithm adjusts the load of the controlled
application on the network. The information whether the al-
gorithm changes the sending rate of the application by 1 Kbps
or 5 Kbps over a round-trip time provides little indication of
how fair and efficient the resulting allocation is. The poor
representativity of these additional metrics derives fromthe
fact thatTCP-friendliness is a long-term approach and does
not specify a short-term ideal allocation. Without devising
such ideal allocation, it seems impossible to define a metric
that represents efficiency and fairness of actual short-term al-
locations.

2.3.2 Specification of the ideal allocation

To facilitate analysis of congestion control designs, it is
preferable if the underlying ideal allocation of a metric has
a simple specification. Static ideal allocations usually sat-
isfy this condition. For example, the maxmin-fair alloca-
tion has the following simple specification: the rate of any
flow cannot be increased without decreasing the rate of an-
other flow to an even lower value. On the other hand, the
equation-based specification of theTCP-friendly ideal allo-
cation is quite complex: it contains many parameters such as
the rate of loss indications, round-trip time, packet size,and
the setting of theTCP retransmission timer. This complexity
makes it difficult to conduct theoretical reasoning about con-
gestion control designs with respect to theirTCP-friendliness.

2.3.3 Dependence on application demands

Although a desirable methodology for evaluating conges-
tion control performance should take into account the com-
munication needs and capabilities of applications (see Sec-
tion 1), all the examined metrics ignore these factors and as-
sume that applications can utilize as much bandwidth as the
network can provide. For example, the equation-based speci-
fication for theTCP-friendly ideal allocation is derived under
the assumption that the controlled application always has data
for transmission. There exist numerous applications that do
not fit this assumption: multimedia applications where the
useful rate of data delivery has an upper limit, or applications
that transmit sequences of bursts separated by periods of low-
rate transmission. The throughput ratio and alike metrics of
efficiency and fairness fail to account for the demands of such
applications.

2.3.4 General applicability

As Section 2.3.1 shows, neither of the discussed metrics
represents efficiency and fairness of short-term allocations
adequately. Thus, one cannot apply these metrics to assess
allocations given to short-lived sessions. This feature under-
mines the applicability of the existing metrics dramatically
since short-lived sessions constitute an evident majorityin the
Internet.
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Let us now consider applicability of the metrics in
multicast-capable networks. Although all the metrics have
originated in the context of unicast communication, there ex-
ist multicast extensions to their definitions.

Due to the simplicity of specification for static ideal allo-
cations, multicast versions of these allocations can be easily
defined [21, 22]. For instance, one can specify a multicast
maxmin-fair allocation in terms of receiver rates (not the rates
of flows as in the unicast maxmin-fair allocation) with the
convention that the rate of a multicast session on a link is the
maximum of the rates among those receivers of the session
that are located behind this link [21]. However, such multi-
cast extensions to a static ideal allocation are also static. If
a metric is defined with respect to them, it suffers from the
same problems (e.g., poor representativity in dynamic envi-
ronments) as its unicast equivalents.

Multicast extension for the concept ofTCP-friendliness
seems to be a larger challenge. In particular, one problem-
atic feature of theTCP-friendly unicast allocation is its de-
pendence on the round-trip time. A number of studies argue
that to be applicable to layered multicast sessions, the defini-
tion of a TCP-friendly multicast allocation should eliminate
such dependence [5, 24].

A fundamental obstacle for general applicability ofTCP-
friendliness is its definition of an ideal allocation in terms
of the behavior exhibited byTCP, a specific unicast proto-
col for end-point congestion control. The resulting linkage
to TCP specifics – such as designation for unicast, depen-
dence on round-trip times, congestion detection through loss
inference, load adjustment at end-points – makes it difficult
to adaptTCP-friendliness and its metrics for congestion con-
trol evaluation in general network infrastructures that support
multicast routing, different methods of congestion detection
(e.g., explicit rate notification), and load adjustment inside the
network (e.g., active queue management).

3 Definition of effairness

In this section, we define a metric ofeffairnesswhich ad-
dresses the above limitations of the existing metrics.

As Section 2.3.1 reveals, the poor representativity of the
examined metrics results from inappropriate choices of their
underlying ideal allocations (static or long-term). To make a
metric representative in dynamic environments, the underly-
ing ideal allocation should bedynamic– it should be defined
for any timescale, even for short time intervals. We introduce
such a dynamic ideal allocation and refer to it as aneffair
allocation.

To specify the effair allocation, we first determine the pe-
riods when the ideal allocation does not change; the effair
allocation is then defined as a series of these static ideal allo-
cations. Note that since we define the effair allocation based
on a static ideal allocation, a different choice of the under-
lying static allocation yields a different type of the effair al-

location. For example, if the underlying static allocationis
maxmin-fair, then the result is themaxmin effair allocation;
the choice of the proportional-fair static allocation leads to
theproportional effair allocation.

An advantage of this approach is that the specification of
the dynamic ideal allocation inherits thesimplicitycharacter-
istic for the specifications of static ideal allocations. Also
due to this reliance on static ideal allocations, the defini-
tion of the effair allocation can easily be made applicable in
multicast-capable networks. However, determination of the
periods when the ideal allocation is invariable presents a ma-
jor challenge. To resolve this problem, one should take into
consideration thedistributed natureof networks: because the
delays between different application end-points and a shared
network link can be different, a change in the allocation for
one application can impact the allocation for another applica-
tion not instantaneously but with a shift in time.

Our methodology for computing the effair allocation is
based on a notion of astreamthat accounts for:� the impact ofnetwork delays,� possible presence ofmulticast sessions, and� demands and capabilities of applications.

Before we give a formal definition for a stream in Section 3.2
and present the computation methodology in detail, we ex-
plain how our metric of effairness is defined with respect to
the computed effair allocation.

To be meaningful for network applications, our metric tries
to capture the most important aspect for an application in the
actual allocation of resources:how longdoes it take to de-
liver needed datato the receiving end-points of the applica-
tion? In the context of some applications such as multimedia,
theseneeded datarefer not to the total delivered amount but
to smaller application-specific chunks, e.g., video frames. To
represent this information, we measure three parametersak,sk, andfk of actualperformance for each receiverk whereak is theamount of datadelivered to receiverk, start timesk is the time when the sender started transmitting these data
to receiverk, andfinish timefk is the time when receiverk
received all these data.

Our metric of effairness specifies how close the actual de-
livery time fk � sk is to theeffair delivery time�k which is
the amount of time it would take to deliver the data amountak
to receiverk under the effair allocation:

Definition 3.1 Effairnessek for receiverk is:ek = minffk � sk; �kg
maxffk � sk; �kg (1)

wheresk, fk, and�k are respectively the start time, finish
time, and effair delivery time for receiverk.
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The introduced index of effairness takes its values from
the range between 0 and 1 where the value of 1 represents the
totally efficient and fair allocation.

Since some applications can be represented by multiple
streams with multiple receivers (see Section 3.2 for details),
we also define effairness for an application – as the average
of the effairness indexes among its receivers:

Definition 3.2 Effairnesse� for application� is:e� = 1K Xk2� ek (2)

whereK is the number of receiversk that represent applica-
tion�.

We similarly define effairnessE of the whole network al-
location in terms of the effairness indexes for its applications:

Definition 3.3 EffairnessE of the overall network usage is:E = 1N X� e� (3)

whereN is the number of applications� in the network.

Such a hierarchical definition of effairness allows us to
evaluate congestion control designs both from the application
and network perspectives.

Below, we consider how to compute effairness. Sec-
tion 3.1 states our assumptions. We formally define astream–
a primary entity in our approach to congestion control eval-
uation – in Section 3.2. To represent interaction of streams,
Section 3.3 introduces a notion of aneffairness graphand
then presents an algorithm for computing effairness in practi-
cal network configurations. Throughout the rest of Section 3,
we give a series of examples to illustrate the introduced no-
tions as well as the presented algorithm.

3.1 Assumptions

We define the effair allocation in terms of rates and thereby
assume fluid traffic, i.e., traffic that consists of infinitesimal
particles. Consequently, our model does not represent packet
transmission delays. This is a conscious choice. While the
packet-switching technology is currently dominant, it is not
the only option in the design space for data communication.
Networks can deliver data without splitting it into packetsthat
carry control information in their headers. Thus, we exclude
the notions of a packet and its header (which are specifics of
particular network implementations) from our definition ofan
ideal allocation and consider only application data, commu-
nication of which is the fundamental goal of any network.

Also, we ignore queuing delays in routers – in the ideal
allocation, senders transmit data so that routers forward it
without delay. Hence, delays in our model for calculating

the effair allocation include only the inevitable propagation
delays.

Definition 3.1 of effairness refers to start timesk at the
sender and finish timefk at the receiver. Thus, precise com-
putation of effairness assumes clock synchronization between
senders and receivers. We would like to emphasize that the
issue of distributed clocks is inherent to evaluating the effi-
ciency and fairness of data delivery between distributed enti-
ties. There are two reasons why this issue does not undermine
the usefulness of our approach. First, a vast majority of stud-
ies evaluate congestion control designs by centralized simu-
lation tools such asns-2 [17]; these evaluations do not face
the problem of clock synchronization. Second, assessment
of congestion control in real networks is usually conducted
in an environment where the evaluators have control over the
end-points and thus can take steps for resolving the problem
of distributed clocks.

Finally, we assume that data follows some known path
through the network. This is a standard assumption in con-
gestion control research.

3.2 Streams

We formulate the congestion control problem in terms of
streams. A stream is such a generalization of the traditional
concept of a flow [4, 10] that can be used to represent mul-
ticast sessions, delay characteristics of network paths, and
communication needs of applications.

To obtain an abstraction applicable tomulticast sessions,
we define a stream as a tree of directed edges. The leafs of
the tree represent end-points of a distributed applicationand
are denoted graphically as circles (see Figure 1). Depictedas
squares, the internal nodes of the tree represent network hosts
and routers. The direction of edges shows the direction of
data delivery from the only sender of the stream to potentially
multiple receivers.

Streams – unlike flows – reflectdelay characteristicsof
network paths. An ordered two-tuple (, d) annotates each
edge where andd are respectively referred to as thecapac-
ity anddelayof the edge. An edge between internal nodes
of the tree represents a network link between corresponding
hosts or routers; andd in the (, d) annotation of this edge
denote respectively the total capacity and propagation delay
of the link. Note that this annotation depicts the maximal per-
formance of the link, and not the fair and efficient allocation
of the link capacity to an application.

Thecommunication needs and capabilities of applications
are represented in streams by edges that are incident with the
leafs of the tree. In the (, d) annotation of such an edge, represents the bandwidth that the corresponding end-point
(the sender or a receiver) needs and is capable to utilize whiled specifies the delay to transfer data between the end-point
and the network.

We believe that the concept of a stream provides a sim-
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Figure 1 : Examples of streams.

ple yet comprehensive representation for the application de-
mands and capabilities as well as for the network path char-
acteristics of various distributed applications. For instance,
streams with one receiver denote unicast delivery. A unicast
or multicast session that performs a file transfer is represented
by a single stream. Since the same stream can have receiversk with different start timessk, one stream can represent a
multicast session where some receivers join late. Applica-
tions with multiple senders are represented using multiple
streams. An application that is interested in short-term ef-
ficiency and fairness (such as a multimedia application) can
also benefit from a multiple-stream representation: this appli-
cation can split all its delivered data into smaller chunks and
use a separate stream for representing the delivery of each
chunk.

The following example shows how network applications
can be represented as streams.

Example 1 Consider a file transfer application where the
sender starts its transmission at times0 = 100 ms and the re-
ceiver obtainsa0 = 900Kb of data by timef0 = 725ms. The
stream in Figure 1a denotes this unicast session. The session
traverses two network links. The first link has the bandwidth
of 2 Mbps and the propagation delay of 5 ms; the bandwidth
and propagation delay for the second link are 100 Mbps and
10 ms respectively. The annotations (2, 5) and (100, 10) for
the corresponding edges of the stream represent these band-
widths and delays. The annotations (1, 2) for the edges in-
cident with the leafs of the stream mean that the session can
use as much capacity as the network can provide and that the
session transfers its data to the network and from the network
with the delay of 2 ms.

The stream in Figure 1b represents a multicast session with

two receivers. The sender starts transmittinga1 = a2 =500 Kb of data at times1 = s2 = 0. The top multicast re-
ceiver1 and the bottom multicast receiver2 obtain these data
by finish timesf1 = 526 ms andf2 = 541 ms respectively.
The session traverses three network links. The annotations
(1, 2), (2, 5), (100, 10) for the corresponding edges of the
stream mean that the bandwidth and propagation delay for
these links are respectively 1 Mbps and 2 ms, 2 Mbps and
5 ms, and 100 Mbps and 10 ms. The sender can sustain a
transmission rate up to 4 Mbps and transfers data into the
network without delay. This information is reflected in the
annotation (4, 0) for the edge incident with the sender. The
annotations (1, 1) for the edges incident with the receivers
denote that the receivers can use as much bandwidth as the
network can provide and that each receiver transfers its data
from the network with the delay of 1 ms.

To characterize the dynamic allocation of the network ca-
pacity to a stream, we specify aneffair raterk(t) at timet for
each receiverk of the stream. In conjunction with the edge
delays of the stream, the effair rates of the receivers com-
pletely define the effair allocation for this stream. For every
edgen of stream�, the effair rater�;n(t) of stream� on
edgen is formally defined as:r�;n(t) = maxl rl(t+ dn;l) (4)

wherel refers to such a receiver of stream� that lies behind
edgen while dn;l denotes the propagation delay from edgen
to receiverl. In particular, the effair rater�(t) of stream� at
its sender equals:r�(t) = maxk rk(t+ dk) (5)

wheredk is the propagation delay from the sender of the
stream to receiverk. Note that existing approaches – such
as the specification of a static maxmin allocation for multi-
cast sessions in [21] – also employ the maximum of receiver
rates. The distinctive features of the effair allocation are its
dynamic nature and accounting for inherent delays in the dis-
tributed network.

Our definition for effairness refers to theeffair delivery
time �k , which is the amount of time to deliver the data
amountak from the sender to receiverk under the effair allo-
cation. Now, we formally specify the effair delivery time�k
for receiverk by the following expression:ak = sk+�kZsk+dk rk(t) dt (6)

wheresk is the start time for receiverk, dk is the propagation
delay from the sender to receiverk, andrk(t) is the effair rate
for receiverk. In this definition,sk + dk denotes the earliest
time when receiverk can obtain data, andsk + �k represents
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the instant when receiverk obtains all its data under the effair
allocation.

Before data can reach the receiver and after the receiver
has obtained all its data, the effair rate for the receiver isequal
to zero:rk(t) = 0 if t < sk + dk or t � sk + �k: (7)

When timet is such thatsk + dk � t < sk + �k, we refer
to receiverk as anactive receiver. The next section presents
how to compute the effair rates for active receivers as well as
the effair delivery times.

3.3 Computation of effairness

As we mention above, we would like to present the effair
allocation as a series of static ideal allocations. In this ap-
proach, accounting for the impact of delays constitutes the
major challenge. Due to the delay differences among streams
as well as among the paths to different receivers within the
same stream, a change in the rate for one receiver can impact
the rate for another receivernot simultaneouslybut with some
shift in time.

We refer to this shift as animpact shiftbetween theimpact-
ing receiverand theimpacted receiver. This impact shift can
be positive (when the change affects the rate of the impacted
receiver in the future) or negative (when the change compels
the impacted receiver to modify its rate at a prior moment, as
in the case of a receiver that is located closer to the shared
edge). Because of impact shifts, the rate allocation at timet
can depend on receivers that are not active at this timet.

The key idea of our solution is to eliminate this depen-
dence by creatinguniversal timesuch that a change in the
rate allocation for one receiver at universal time� can affect
another receiver only instantaneously, i.e., at the same uni-
versal time� . Such a universal timescale allows us to reduce
the problem of finding the effair allocation to the problem of
finding a static ideal allocation for the receivers that are active
at universal time� .

Before we present how to create the universal timescale,
note that one can employ our solution only in network con-
figurations where every pair of receivers has at most a single
impact shift (i.e., a change in the rate of one receiver does not
affect the rate of another receiver at multiple instants). For ex-
ample, this restriction excludes configurations where sessions
traverse the same two links in the reverse order, or where ses-
sions split and then merge again after different propagation
delays. Despite these exclusions, most – if not all – net-
work configurations that are commonly used for evaluation
of congestion control designs satisfy this condition. The list
of the conforming configurations contains dumbbell topolo-
gies [1, 3, 9, 16, 25], multiple-bottleneck topologies suchas
Generic Fairness ConfigurationGFC-2 [2, 7, 12, 22, 23], and
tree topologies used for evaluation of multicast congestion
control designs [5, 6, 11, 20, 21].

Let us now address the issues of computing the impact
shifts and universal timescale. To represent interactions
between streams, we consider the superposition of all the
streams in the network.

Example 2 Figure 2a shows the superposition of streams for
a network with two sessions that are depicted as streams in
Figure 1. Since the multicast session traverses both network
links of the unicast session, the two corresponding edges –
and consequently the nodes adjacent to these edges – of the
streams coincide.
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Figure 2 : Construction of the effairness graph.

In general, the superposition of streams can consist of mul-
tiple connected components. Since streams from different
components do not share edges (i.e., the corresponding ses-
sions do not share network links), the rate allocation for a
receiver in one connected component cannot impact the rate
of any receiver in a different component. On the other hand,
since a connected component contains a path between every
pair of its receivers (note though that some edges on this path
can be not from the streams of these two receivers), a change
in the rate of one receiver can impact the rate allocations for
all the other receivers in the same component.

We compute theimpact shiftbetween two receivers in a
connected component by traversing the path from the impact-
ing receiver to the impacted receiver: set the impact shift to 0
at the impacting receiver; after traversing an edge againstits
direction, decrease the impact shift by the delay of this edge;
after traversing an edge along its direction, increase the im-
pact shift by the delay of the traversed edge. This description
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indicates that the impact shift between receiversk andl has
the opposite sign and the same absolute value as the impact
shift between receiversl andk due to the reversed direction
of the traversal.

Example 3 Let us use the described procedure to compute
the impact shifts between receivers in the network represented
in Figure 2a.

To reach the bottom multicast receiver2 from the uni-
cast receiver0 (see Figure 1 for the topologies of the uni-
cast and multicast streams), one has to go against the edge
with the annotation (1, 2) and then along the edge with the
annotation (1, 1). Thus, the impact shift between the uni-
cast receiver0 and bottom multicast receiver2 is equal to0�2+1 = �1. By the reversed traversal of these two edges,
we compute the impact shift between receivers2 and 0 as0�1+2 = 1. The values of these impact shifts mean that the
rate allocation for the unicast receiver0 at timet can impact
the rate for the bottom multicast receiver2 at timet� 1.

The path from the unicast receiver0 to the top multicast
receiver1 goes against the edges with the annotations (1, 2),
(100, 10), (2, 5) and then along the edges with the annotations
(1, 2) and (1, 1). Hence, the impact shift between the unicast
receiver0 and the top multicast receiver1 is 0�2�10�5+2+1 = �14 while the impact shift between receivers1 and0
equals14.

To move from the bottom multicast receiver2 to the top
multicast receiver1, we need to proceed against the edges
with the annotations (1, 1), (100, 10), (2, 5) and then along
the edges with the annotations (1, 2) and (1, 1). Therefore,
the impact shift between receivers2 and1 is 0�1�10�5+2+1 = �13 while the impact shift between receivers1 and2
equals13. These two impact shifts denote that the rate allo-
cation for the top multicast receiver1 at timet can impact the
rate for the bottom multicast receiver2 at timet+13.

Now, we define theuniversal timescalefor all the re-
ceivers. In each connected component, we randomly pick one
receiver and refer to it as ananchorof this component. The
universal timescale for the anchors is the same as their orig-
inal timescale. For every receiverk that is not an anchor,
we move the original timescale of receiverk by the impact
shift ik between this receiver and the anchor of its compo-
nent; more precisely, we addik to every event on the orig-
inal timescale of receiverk. In particular, the instant when
receiverk would start receiving its data under the effair allo-
cation appears on the the universal timescale as anactivation
time~sk of receiverk:~sk = sk + dk + ik (8)

where sk is the start time for receiverk on the original
timescale, anddk is the delay between receiverk and the
sender of its stream.

To represent interactions of streams on the universal
timescale, we transform the stream superposition into anef-
fairness graphby annotating each receiverk with an ordered
two-tuple (ak, ~sk) whereak is the actual amount of data de-
livered to receiverk. Because these annotations reflect all the
delay information needed to compute the effair allocation,the
effairness graph omits the edge delays shown by the superpo-
sition of streams.

Example 4 The superposition of streams in Figure 2a con-
sists of a single connected component. Let us pick the top
multicast receiver1 as the anchor of this component. As Ex-
ample 3 demonstrates, the impact shift between the unicast
receiver0 and this anchor equalsi0 = �14 ms while the
impact shift between the bottom multicast receiver2 and the
anchor isi2 = �13 ms.

We create the universal timescale for all the receivers by
moving the original timescales for receivers0 and 2 back-
ward by 14 ms and 13 ms respectively.

According to Example 1, the start time for the the unicast
receiver0 is s0 = 100 ms while the multicast receivers share
their start times: s1 = s2 = 0. Because the delay from
the unicast sender to the unicast receiver0 is d0 = 19 ms, the
activation time of receiver0 is equal to~s0 = 100+19�14 =105 ms. Since the delays from the multicast sender to the
top and bottom multicast receivers ared1 = 3 ms andd2 =16 ms respectively, the activation time of the top multicast
receiver1 equals~s1 = 0 + 3 + 0 = 3 ms, and the activation
time of the bottom multicast receiver2 is ~s2 = 0+16� 13 =3 ms.

Figure 2b presents the effairness graph received from the
stream superposition by omitting the edge delays and anno-
tating the unicast and multicast receivers with (900, 105) and
(500, 3) respectively wherea0 = 900 Kb is the amount of
data delivered to the unicast receiver, anda1 = a2 = 500 Kb
is the amount of data delivered to each multicast receiver (as
specified in Example 1).

On the universal timescale, a change in the rate of one re-
ceiver can the affect the rates of the other receivers only in-
stantaneously. This property allows us to express the problem
of determining the effair allocation for the original timescale
as the problem of computing a static ideal allocation in the
effairness graph for each period (on the universal timescale)
when the set of active receivers does not change. Well-known
solutions for the latter problem [4, 13] provide each receiver
with a rate which is a piecewise constant function with the
points of possible discontinuity only at the universal timein-
stants when some receiver becomes active or obtains all of
its data. Adjusting the difference between the universal and
original timescales, we move this piecewise constant function
of each receiverk by the impact shiftik to obtain the effair
rate of receiverk on the original timescale.

Figure 3 presents a complete description of our algorithm
for computing the effair rates and effair delivery times.
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1. In the superposition of all the streams, randomly pick one
anchor for each connected component.

2. For every receiver k, compute:� impact shift ik between receiver k and the anchor
of its component,� activation time ~sk on the universal timescale,� effair rate ~rk(� ) before the activation:~rk(� ) = 0 for � < ~sk:

3. Construct the effairness graph.

4. Sort the activation times ~sk in the increasing order.

5. Set Æ to the smallest activation time.

6. Repeat until determining the effair delivery time �k for
each receiver k:� Compute the ideal static allocation of rates �l to re-

ceivers l that are active in the effairness graph at
time Æ.� Set � to the earliest of the next activation time and
the finish times that active receivers l would have
under this allocation.� For each receiver l that is active at time Æ:~rl(� ) = �l for Æ � � < �:� For each receiver m that receives all its data at
time � under this allocation:�m = dm + � � ~sm and ~rm(� ) = 0 for � � �
where dm is the delay between receiver m and the
sender of its stream.� Set Æ to �.

7. For each receiver k, compute the effair rates rk(t) on the
original timescale:rk(t) = ~rk(t+ ik):

Figure 3 : Algorithm for computation of the effair allocation.

Example 5 Let us apply the algorithm from Figure 3 to de-
termine the maxmin effair allocation for the network consid-
ered throughout this paper. Actually, the execution for the
first three steps of the algorithm is already illustrated in the
examples above, and Figure 2b shows the constructed effair-
ness graph.

Since the sorted list of the activation times contains3, 3,
and 105, we initially setÆ to 3. At Æ = 3, only the mul-
ticast receivers are active. The maxmin-fair rates for the
top multicast receiver1 and bottom multicast receiver2 are
respectively�1 = 1 and �2 = 2. With these rates, re-

ceivers1 and2 would receive their500 Kb of data by time3+500=1 = 503 and time3+500=2 = 253 respectively. Be-
cause 253 (the smallest of these finish times) exceeds the next
activation time 105, we set� to 105. By time� = 105, re-
ceiver1 obtains1� (105�3) = 102 Kb while receiver2 gets2 � (105� 3) = 204 Kb.

Now, when we setÆ to 105, all three receivers are active.
Their maxmin-fair rates�0, �1, and�2 are equal to1. Under
this rate allocation, receiver1 would finish obtaining its re-
maining500� 102 = 398 Kb by time503, receiver2 would
finish getting its remaining500 � 204 = 296 Kb by time401, and the unicast receiver0 would receive its900 Kb by
time1005. Since all the receivers are already active, we set� to 401 which is the smallest of these three finish times. By
time� = 401, receiver0 receives296 Kb, receiver1 obtains398 Kb, and receiver2 gets all of its500 Kb. Thus, the effair
delivery time�2 for the bottom multicast receiver2 equals�2 = 16 + 401� 3 = 414.

As we setÆ to 401, only receivers0 and1 remain active,
and their maxmin-fair rates become�0 = 2 and �1 = 1
respectively. With these rates, the finish time for receiver0
would be703 while receiver1 would finish receiving its re-
maining data by time503. Hence, we set� to 503 which is the
smallest of these two finish times. By time� = 503, receiver0
receives500 Kb, and receiver1 obtains all of its data. There-
fore, the effair delivery time�1 for the top multicast receiver1
is �1 = 3+ 503� 3 = 503.

After we setÆ to 503, only the unicast receiver0 is active.
With its maxmin-fair rate of�0 = 2, receiver0 receives all of
its data at time703. Hence, the effair delivery time�0 for the
unicast receiver0 is equal to�0 = 19 + 703� 105 = 617.

We summarize the effair rates~r0(�), ~r1(�), and~r2(�) of
the receivers on the universal timescale as follows:~r0(�); ~r1(�); ~r2(�) =8>>>><>>>>: 0; 0; 0 for � < 3 or � � 703;0; 1; 2 for 3 � � < 105;1; 1; 1 for 105 � � < 401;2; 1; 0 for 401 � � < 503;2; 0; 0 for 503 � � < 703:

Finally, by taking into account the impact shiftsi0 = �14,i1 = 0, and i2 = �13 (determined in Example 3), we cal-
culate the maxmin effair ratesr0(t), r1(t), andr2(t) of the
receivers on the original timescale:r0(t) =8<: 0 for t < 119 or t � 717;1 for 119 � t < 415;2 for 415 � t < 717;r1(t) = � 0 for t < 3 or t � 503;1 for 3 � t < 503;r2(t) =8<: 0 for t < 16 or t � 414;2 for 16 � t < 118;1 for 118 � t < 414:
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